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In situ structural biology aims to capture the shape, interactions and organization of macromolecules inside 

their native cellular environment. Cryo-electron tomography, coupled with thin samples or advanced 

sample preparation techniques [1], offers an unparalleled level of detail for in situ studies [2, 3]. Instead 

of a single 2D projection, a series of images at different sample tilt angles (tilt series) is acquired. Once 

aligned, tomograms can be reconstructed from the tilt series to resolve the macromolecular organization in 

3D. Tilt series data can also be subjected to single-particle analysis (SPA) to achieve even higher 

resolution by averaging the signal of multiple identical particles [4]. Unfortunately, the resolution of SPA 

maps obtained from in situ data has trailed far behind the results achievable for isolated molecules in 

vitro [5]. On the one hand, the crowded cellular environment and the relatively high sample thickness 

limit the available signal for each particle. On the other hand, accurate alignment of tomographic tilt series 

data poses a harder task than the 2D movies commonly acquired for in vitro samples, and is not yet handled 

optimally by the less mature tilt series software ecosystem [6]. 

M is a new tool that integrates with Warp [7] and RELION [8], and improves tilt series alignments by 

modeling the contents of each tomogram as a multi-particle system with hyperparameters describing its 

various modes of deformation. Individual particle poses are affected by the deformation model as a 

function of particle position, tilt angle and electron dose. The spatial and temporal coarseness of the model 

regularizes the solution and prevents the overfitting of physically implausible changes, as suggested 

previously [9]. M fits particle poses and deformation hyperparameters simultaneously by maximizing the 

correlation between projections of high-resolution maps and experimental image data using a gradient 

descent optimization. Coupled with advances in high-defocus contrast transfer function correction and 3D 

map denoising, M outperforms other implementations of reference-based tilt series refinement [10, 11]. 

Most notably, M is able to refine in situ data of 70S ribosomes inside a 150 nm thick specimen to 3.7 Å, 

rivaling the resolution of comparable in vitro studies for the first time. 
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